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Gable Home Search is an independent privately run company, situated in Surrey, we are not an
estate agents but a much more specific property search agency. Our property search agents are
committed professionals who have found people from all around the world their dream home in the
beautiful county of Surrey. They have a wealth of experience both in the industry and in the area of
Surrey, which we believe gives us the edge over the many faceless estate agents; we actually know
Surrey and the surrounding areas, our expertise covers Surrey, Sussex and South West London.
Our customers trust and rely on us to deliver the best properties specific to their individual briefs
contact us on 01483 266644 or via our website at www.property-search-surrey.com where one of
our dedicated team will be on hand to help.

We understand how difficult it can be to find the right property at the right price and one that ticks all
your boxes. With over 30 years experience in this industry we have an unrivalled contact list very
often finding properties for you that people do not even realise are for sale We like to build up a
raptor with our customers so that we can really help find what they are looking for. The difference
with Gables property search agency is we work solely on behalf of the buyer; you and you alone are
our client. We will endeavour to get you the best deal, within the specified time scale, offer advice all
along the way with important professional contacts such as engineers, solicitors, architects etc

We are passionate about our work and determined to uphold our reputation as among the premiere
property search agents in the country, it is at present a hugely competitive market, but one we
refuse to compromise on
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Mary Porter - About Author:
At property-search-surrey.com we are known for being the most dedicated and committed a
property search agents in the industry. Our a property search agencyhas the most reliable,
trustworthy services.
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